Ever since it was proposed, grey system theory has attracted the attention of scientific researchers and scholars. And it also has been widely used in many fields and solved a large number of practical problems in production, life, and scientific research. With the development and popularization of computer science and network technology, this traditional mathematical model can be applied more simply and efficiently to solve practical problems. Firstly, this paper, to implement steps of grey relational analysis, has made the exclusive analysis and has made the simple introduction to grey relational analysis characteristics. Then, based on grey relational theory and ASP.NET technology, the crop evaluation system is developed. Lastly, by using Excel and the crop evaluation system, the paper carries out a comprehensive evaluation about eight features of Fuji apple, which is from nine different producing areas, respectively. The experiment results show that the crop evaluation system is effective and could greatly improve the work efficiency of the researcher and expand the application scope.
Introduction
Grey System. In today's world, society has been in the information age. It contains a large number of known, unknown, and unascertained information. We call it grey system which contains less, incomplete, and uncertain information, proposed by Deng Julong in 1982 [1, 2] . Its research mainly includes grey system modeling theory, grey system controlling theory, grey relational analysis (GRA) [3] , grey prediction method, grey planning method, and grey decisionmaking method.
Grey system is mainly used to solve the "limited sample, less information" problem [4] [5] [6] , which cannot be solved by statistics and fuzzy mathematics. On the basis of information coverage, it seeks the practical regular by generating the sequence. Its characteristic is "less data model" [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Grey Relational Analysis. GRA is not only an important part of grey system but also the cornerstone of analysis, prediction, and decision-making of grey system [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
When we study a system, we should distinguish the main factors and secondary factors, which promote the development of system or hinder that. Because the information is incomplete and uncertain, it is difficult to determine the relationship of all factors and is difficult to distinguish the main factors and secondary factors in the grey system. The main function of the GRA is to quantify and sort those factors, so as to analyze the system.
At first, we calculate the relational coefficient of each program and the ideal program composed by best indicator and then calculate the relational degree from coefficient. Finally, according to the size of relational degree, we sort, analyze, and draw conclusion. This approach is superior to classical exact mathematical methods. This method breaks through constraints of traditional precise mathematics, which does not tolerate ambiguity. It has many significant features, such as far from simple, easy to grasp, simple calculation, clear sort, no special requirements for the data distribution type, and variable type. So it is widely used in many fields [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , such as evaluation of citrus quality, breeding selection of wheat strain, application of potato new strain, breeding selection of oil-tea, application research of rice new strain, and analysis on yield and main characters of soybean strains.
Grey Relational Degree. The theory tool of GRA is the grey relational degree. It measures the relational degree among factors. If two factors have similar changing trend, the grey relational degree is large. On the other hand, the grey relational degree is small. In turn, we can use the grey relational degree to judge the degree of correlation between factors. When we analyze abstract system or phenomenon, we firstly select the right sequence data reflecting the characteristic of system behavior, which is called mapping of seeking system behavior. The sequence data is indirectly used to characterize the system behavior. Then we also need to further clarify the effective factors that affect system main behavior. When we make the quantitative analysis, we must transform the system behavior characteristic and each effective factor for similar dimensionless quantitative data and transform negative relational factor for a positive relational factor.
Since Professor Deng Julong proposed the system in 1982, grey system has rapidly grown and developed, but there is no software development. So we develop crop evaluation system by using C# program language. The workflow of crop evaluation system is shown in Figure 1 . This evaluation system can greatly improve the work efficiency for the researcher and expand the application scope of this method.
Materials and Methods
Relational degree is a relevance measure between the things and factors. We find it from the random time series, so as to provide evidence for factor analysis and forecasting accuracy analysis. And the relational degree is not only a basis for decision-making but also a method to determine the main factors. Therefore, how to define a reasonable calculation method of relational degree has important significance. Common relational degree definitions are the following: Deng relational degree, absolute relational degree, T relational degree, B relational degree, and C relational degree. In this paper, we adopt Deng relational degree to carry out the evaluation model.
According to Deng relational degree, when we evaluate the Fuji apple from 9 different producing areas [24] , we set its 8 features as a grey system and set each feature as a factor in system. Before evaluation, we firstly set an ideal variety as an evaluation standard.
Set the index of ideal variety, constitute the sequence of reference series 0 , the rest varieties as test series , and then generate sequence 0 = [ 0 (1), 0 (2), . . . , 0 ( )], = [ (1), (2), . . . , ( )]. is the factor number. denotes th variant. We can use the following formulas to calculate the relational coefficient, equal-weighted degree, and weighted degree.
Relational coefficient [25] [26] [27] [28] is
Equal-weighted degree is
Weighted degree is * = 1 ∑ 1 ( ) .
Here, | 0 ( ) − ( )| = Δ ( ) is the absolute difference between 0 sequence and sequence at point; min min | 0 ( ) − ( )| is secondary minimum difference; max max | 0 ( ) − ( )| is the secondary maximum difference; is the distinguishing coefficient, and its value ranges from 0 to 1, usually taking 0.5; ( ) is the weighting coefficient. Its size was based on results of previous studies, experience, target selection, and expert appraisal results; is weight coefficient of each character. According to or * , the relational degrees of tested varieties are calculated. The bigger the value of tested variety, the more excellent the variety. On the contrary, it is poor.
Results

Performance of the Method.
In this paper, with the Fuji for example, we introduce the evaluation system process and carry out the evaluation model. We analyze 8 characters of Fuji apple from 9 different producing areas. 8 characters are fruit volume (mL), skin color, flesh color, starch content (%), the juice yield (%), solid acid ratio, fruit firmness (g), and protein content (g/100 g). Raw data sheet was shown in Table 1 . First, nondimensional treatment for the original data is done. According formula (4), calculate the nondimensional data as shown in Table 2 .
Here, ℎ( ) denotes th character of th variant. Second, according to the dimensionless quantity sheet and formula (5), calculate each relevant absolute difference between reference sequence and comparative sequence and get absolute difference as shown in Table 3 .
Third, according to the relational coefficients sheet using formula (1), get correlative coefficients as shown in Table 4 .
Inputting the weight in the raw data sheet, using correlative coefficients and formula (3), we calculate weighted relational degree of the Fuji apple quality from different origin and get weighted relational degree as shown in Table 5 .
Using the chart function in Excel 2003, we generate the clumps bar graph as shown in Figure 2 . If we input equal-weight in the raw data sheet (as shown in Table 6 ), then final equal-weighted relational degree clumps bar graph is generated as shown in Figure 3 .
According to relational analysis principle, the sequence, in which relational degree is biggest, is most close to reference sequence; that is, the variety is more close to "ideal variety." Among them, 9th variety is most close to "ideal variety," followed by 6th variety. 8th variety has max difference with it, indicating that its comprehensive quality is worst. The rest of origin Fuji apple is centered. The weighted relational degree has the same sort as the equal-weight, mainly due to the same importance of quality indexes.
Crop Evaluation System.
In the above section, we have established the evaluation model. It can be seen that the whole process is very cumbersome and complex. In particular for the less skilled computer user, the biggest drawback is that [29, 30] when the objects change, performance indicators may be different and the weight of each index may need to be changed and then the user will not be able to simply and flexibly use the model. In order to make the model become more widely used, easily increase or decrease characteristic number, and modify the characteristics weight, we use C# program language to develop the software based on the above model and analysis steps. It achieves automatic calculation and analysis of data. The software interface and operation is as follows: (1) Operating system is the main interface as shown in Figure 4 .
(2) First, import each strain of data to be analyzed; the data is written in Excel format. The data format is as shown in Figure 5 .
(3) Browse the file and find the data sheet to be analyzed and then click the button "data import" to import the data. The software automatically calculates the number of strains and indicators. Interface is shown in Figure 6 .
(4) According the user requirement, the operator inputs the weight and each trait parameter of ideal strain; then click the button "relational degree analysis" and the software generates the relational degree curve. This paper adopts the same data as introduced in Excel methods in Figure 5 . The result was shown in Figure 7 .
Discussion
GRA method is one of the very popular methods to analyze various relationships among the discrete data sets. The major advantages of the GRA method are that the results are based on the original data and the calculations are simple and straightforward. Different from previous studies, the paper established the crop evaluation model based on the basic ideal of traditional grey relational analysis (GRA) method and, also, developed the crop evaluation system based on the model. With friendly interface and being easy to operate, the software can be easily performed on computer and suitable for different families, genera, and species of plants. The disadvantages of the traditional grey correlation analysis are overcome. In addition, setting weights is the key step of crop evaluation; the operator can give different weights according to different crop types in the evaluation system. 
Conclusions
GRA is part of grey system theory, which is suitable for solving complicated interrelationships between multiple factors and variables. When used to evaluate different crops quality, it can make full use of all the information about fruit quality traits and can give an objective and reasonable sort. As discussed in the above sections, traditional methods have many shortcomings: using weighted relational degree to evaluate different crops quality the distribution of weight often needs to be changed. The interface is not friendly. The operation is not convenient and calculation process is complex and so on. The developed crop evaluation system overcomes the above shortcomings. Taking the Fuji data as experimental data, the paper made the relational degree analysis. It shows that the developed crop evaluation system can greatly improve the work efficiency of the researcher and expand the application scope.
